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Moving Boundary (MB) dynamic model is an appealing approach for investigation of advanced control
schemes for two-phase flow heat exchanger. For the confusion of relative velocities between boundaries
and fluid existing in the previous MB model, this paper presents a modified moving boundary model. The
dynamic model incorporated with the relative velocities is derived from physical principles of mass and
energy conservation. And the model is then implemented in a novel underwater HYDROX system to
predict cyclic performance. The simulation results from discretized model using MATLAB language show
that the oscillations which is known as ‘‘Chattering” have been suppressed.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Current heat exchanger (evaporator or condenser) systemmodels
are more appropriate for advanced control strategies. Bendapudi and
Braun [1] discussed such modeling approaches including both finite
volume model and Moving Boundary (MB) model. MB model has
been proved much faster by Grald and MacArthur [2], which makes
it to be the first choice for control system design [3].

The idea of MB model is to dynamically track the length of
different regions in heat exchanger. And then, mass and energy
conservation equations are formulated for each Control Volumes
(CVs) with variable boundaries. A simple geometry for MB in an
evaporator can be seen in Fig. 1.

Several works have described MB dynamic models. Adams et al.
[4] pioneered MB models. Ray and Bowman [5] developed a non-
linear model based on the work of Adams. They described a
three-region model with time-varying phase boundaries by a set
of nonlinear differential and algebraic equations derived from the
fundamental equations of conservation of mass, momentum, and
energy. Extensions of this work for solar applications are presented
in [6,7]. Dhar and Soedel [8] employed a simplified heat exchanger
model in which spatial dependency was ignored. Mckinley and
Alleyne [9], Mancini [10], Rasmussen [11] and Bonilla et al.
[12–14] have presented the remarkable MB model reviews for
two-phase flows.
He et al. [15,16] was the first to suggest the use of MB models
for multi-input multi-output (MIMO) control design. He presented
linearized two-regionMBmodels for the evaporator and condenser
with adequate validation. Wei et al. [17] presented MB model
approach, separately for refrigeration systems and organic Rankine
cycles, extending the work of He et al. [15,16].

Using first principles of mass and energy conservation, along
with three separate MB formulations, Jensen [18], Jensen and Tum-
mescheit [19] have presented a general moving boundary model
for the conceivable cases of flow, including equations governing
radiative, conductive and convective losses. Yebra et al. [20]
extended the MB formulation from [15] including the momentum
balance equation discretized in CV by the finite volume method in
order to account for pressure drop. Li and Alleyne [21] developed a
switching evaporator model, extending the condenser model
previously developed in [9]. Also, experimental validation was pre-
sented by considering two test cases. Gräber et al. [22] derived
their MB models in an elegant way from first principles, and pro-
posed a validation procedure based on infrared thermography.
Cecchinato and Mancini [23] presented a generalized intrinsically
mass conservative evaporator model based on the MB approach.
Zapata et al. [24] introduced a dynamic model of a once-
through-to-superheat solar steam receiver for electricity genera-
tion following the approach presented by Mckinley and Alleyne
[9] for refrigeration systems andWei et al. [17] for Organic Rankine
cycles.

An essential aspect of the MB formulation is pressure drop
throughout the heat exchanger. Most researchers above assumed
the pressure drop in the heat exchanger to have a negligible effect
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Nomenclature

A area (m2)
q density (kg=m3)
D diameter (m)
h enthalpy (J=kg)
q heat flux per unit length (W=m)
Q heat (J)
L length (m)
Bnz nozzle pressure ratio
Nu Nusselt number
S perimeter (m)
k ratio of specific heat
c specific heat capacity (J=ðkg KÞ)
T temperature (K)
k thermal conductivity (W=m K)
v velocity (m=s)
V capacity (m3)
e degree of partial admission
g dynamic viscosity (Pa s)
Rg gas constant (J=ðmol KÞ)
a heat transfer coefficient J=ðkg mÞð Þ
m kinematic viscosity (m2=s)
m mass (kg)
anz nozzle angle (rad)
Pr Prandtl number
P pressure (Pa)
Re Reynolds number
u special internal energy (J=kg)

t time (s)
utrb turbine linear velocity (m=s)
Pu wheel power (W)

Subscripts
amb ambient
cmb combustor
s design condition
g gas phase
i inner wall
l liquid phase
o outer wall
bo outlet boundary
rw reagent water
sa saturation
trb turbine
av average
cnd condenser
evp evaporator
in inlet
bi inlet boundary
nz nozzle
out outlet
rdu reactor
wall reactor wall
w tube wall
e two-phase
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on the dynamic response and they calculate thermodynamic prop-
erties from the predicted pressure. The exception are Adams et al.
[4], Ray and Bowman [5], Yebra et al. [20] and Tian et al. [25,26],
where static pressure drop was included. But the lumped thermo-
dynamic properties were still evaluated at isobaric conditions.
Also, all researchers above neglected any changes in kinetic energy.

This article uses first principles of mass and energy conserva-
tion to produce a modified MB formulation. Differences between
this model and previous work are: an explicit inclusion of relative
velocities between fluid and boundaries and consideration of pres-
sure loss and kinetic energy. The effects of including these modifi-
cations relative to past models are discussed, and this model is
shown to be suitable for the development of advanced control
algorithms.

2. Previous models

According to the literature [12–20], the general governing
equations for the time-dependent equations for conservation laws,
applying the nomenclature in Fig. 2, is presented as Eqs. (1) and (2).

Mass balance:

A
d
dt

Z zout

zin

qdzþ qinA
dzin
dt

� qoutA
dzout
dt

¼ _min � _mout ð1Þ
Fig. 1. Schematic of MB for an evaporator.
Energy balance:

A
d
dt

Z zout

zin

qhdz� AL
dp
dt

þ Aqinhin
dzin
dt

� Aqouthout
dzout
dt

¼ _minhin � _mouthout þ qL ð2Þ

where, zin and zout are the locations of the inlet and outlet bound-
aries; dzin=dt and dzout=dt are the velocities of the boundaries. The
‘‘Inlet” and ‘‘Outlet” refer to the case of an evaporator and are
switched in the case of a condenser.

In the mass balance of Eq. (1), the first term on the left hand side
describes the rate of mass change in the CV caused by density
change. The second and third terms describe the mass change in
the CV due to changes in boundary positions. The two terms on
the right hand side are the mass flows through the inlet and outlet
boundaries.

In the energy balance of Eq. (2), the first term on the left hand
side is the change rate of enthalpy in the CV, the second term is
a consequence of using enthalpy and not internal energy in the first
term. The third and fourth terms account for the change of
enthalpy due to changes in boundary locations. The two first terms
on the right hand side are the convective enthalpy through the
boundaries, and the last term is the heat flow from the tube wall.

The mass balance shown in Eq. (1), can be physically inter-
preted that the changes of mass flow rate equal to the sum of
Fig. 2. Schematic of a CV.
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changes of mass flow rate caused by density variations and
changes of mass flow rate caused by the movement of the bound-
aries. However, these balance equations are flawed because the
fluid velocities relative to the boundaries are not included in the
conservation law. Instead, the velocities of the boundaries and fluid
velocities are convolved. The aim of the current paper is to modify
the governing equations of MB model.

3. Modified MB model

3.1. Governing equations in a CV

In order to get a low order model that still reflects the essential
dynamics in a mathematically tractable form, a number of assump-
tions are made:

� Cylindrical geometry with a constant cross-sectional area.
� Spatial changes in each of the three regions are described by
averaged properties using one-dimensional equations.

� Gravitational forces are negligible.
� Two-phase flow is in thermodynamic equilibrium.

For the one-dimensional CV in Fig. 2, the existing relations are
shown as:

dzout
dt ¼ vbo

dzin
dt ¼ vbi

dL
dt ¼ vbo � vbi

8>><
>>: ð3Þ

v in ¼ vbi þ v ri

vout ¼ vbo þ v ro

�
ð4Þ

_min ¼ A v in � dzin
dt

� �
qin

_mout ¼ A vout � dzout
dt

� �
qout

8<
: ð5Þ

where, vbi and vbo are absolute velocities of inlet and outlet bound-
aries, respectively. v in and vout are absolute velocities of fluid at
inlet and outlet, respectively. v ri and v ro are fluid velocities relative
to the boundaries at inlet and outlet respectively. Consideration of
this relative velocities is the main different between proposed
model and previous work.

Mass balance:

_min � _mout ¼ A
d
dt

Z zout

zin

qdz ð6Þ

Leibnitz’s Rule has been applied [18]. Leibniz’s rule for differen-
tiation of integrals with time varying limits reads:

d
dt

Z zout

zin

f ðz; tÞdz ¼ f ðzout; tÞdzoutdt
� f ðzin; tÞdzindt

þ
Z zout

zin

@f ðz; tÞ
@t

dz

ð7Þ
So,

_min � _mout ¼ A d
dt

R zout
zin

qdz

¼ A qout
dzout
dt � qin

dzin
dt þ R zout

zin
dq
dt dz

� �
¼ A qout

dzout
dt � qin

dzin
dt þ L dqav

dt

� � ð8Þ

Energy balance:

qL ¼ d
dt

Z L

0
Aq uþ v2

2

� �
dzþ Apoutðvbo þ v roÞ � Apinðvbi þ v riÞ ð9Þ

In Eq. (9), the term on the left hand side represents the heat
from the tube wall convected into the fluid. The first term on the
right hand side describes the change rate of stagnation energy in
the CV, which contains the internal energy and the kinetic energy.
The last two terms on the right hand side are the power flows
through the boundaries.

The heat flux is modeled using a heat transfer coefficient:

q ¼ aðTw � TavÞS ð10Þ
In single phase region:

Tw � Tav ¼ Tout � Tin

ln Tw�Tin
Tw�Tout

� � ð11Þ

In the two-phase region, the average temperature is calculated
as the saturation temperature.

Tav ¼ Tsa ð12Þ
Leibnitz’s Rule can be applied to the energy balance in Eq. (9),

qL ¼: A
Z L

0

dðquÞ
dt

dzþ Aqoutuoutðvbo þ v roÞ � Aqinuinðvbi þ v riÞ

þ Apoutðvbo þ v roÞ � Apinðvbi þ v riÞ ð13Þ
That is,

qL ¼ A
Z L

0

dðquÞ
dt

dzþ Aqout uout þ pout

qout

� �
ðvbo þ v roÞ

� Aqin uin þ pin

qin

� �
ðvbi þ v riÞ ð14Þ

With specific enthalpy, the equation above is expressed as:

Aqinhinðvbi þ v riÞ � Aqouthoutðvbo þ v roÞ þ qL ¼ AL
dðuavqavÞ

dt
ð15Þ

Inserting Eqs. (4) and (5) into the energy balance Eq. (15) yields:

AL
dðuavqavÞ

dt
þ Aqouthout

dL
dt

þ hout _mout

¼ hin _min þ qLþ A qinhin � qouthoutð Þvbi ð16Þ
For the above, Eqs. (8) and (16) are modified forms of the general
MB governing equations in Refs. [12–20].

3.2. Boundary conditions

In a system model, the boundary conditions are usually
calculated in adjacent models and may be considered as known
boundary conditions. Taking evaporators as an example, the design
input and output variables are shown in Fig. 3. Boundary
conditions are analyzed as described below. For condensers,
obtaining boundary conditions is similar.

3.2.1. Subcooled region
For evaporators, the average density and average specific

internal energy in the subcooled region is approximated as the
arithmetic average of the input and output parameters.

ql;av ¼ ql;in þ ql;sa

2
ð17Þ

ul;av ¼ ul;in þ ul;sa

2
ð18Þ

According to Eqs. (8) and (16), the governing equations in the
subcooled region can be written as:

Aql;av
dLl
dt

þ _ml;out ¼ _ml;in ð19Þ

Aql;sahl;sa
dLl
dt

þ hl;sa _ml;out ¼ hl;in _ml;in þ qlLl ð20Þ



Fig. 3. Design input and output variables.
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That is,

_ml;out ¼ _ml;in � Aql;av
dLl
dt

ð21Þ

dLl
dt

¼ ðhl;in � hl;saÞ _ml;in þ qlLl
Aðql;sa � ql;avÞhl;sa

ð22Þ

Heat flux per unit length is written as:

ql ¼ alðTamb � Tl;avÞS ð23Þ
The heat transfer coefficient al is the overall heat transfer coef-

ficient given by:

1
al

¼ 1
al;i

þ 1
al;o

ð24Þ

The heat transfer coefficient for single-phase turbulent flow in a
circular tube can be calculated using Gnielinski equation [27].

Nul ¼ ðf l=8ÞðRel � 1000ÞPrl
1þ 12:7 f l=8ð Þ1=2 Pr2=3l � 1

� � 1þ Devp

Ll

� �2=3
" #

al ð25Þ

The Darcy friction coefficient for smooth pipes is calculated
using Filonenko’s equation [28].

f l ¼ 1:82 lnðRelÞ � 1:64ð Þ�2 ð26Þ
Here, the equations are valid for 2300 < Rel < 106 and

0:6 < Prl < 105 assuming uniform heat flux and temperature. al

denotes correction coefficient. The Nusselt, Prandtl and Reynolds
numbers are defined as:

Nul ¼ al;i
Devp

kl
Prl ¼ mlcP

kl
Rel ¼ v lDevp

ml
ð27Þ

Here, cP denotes specific isobaric heat capacity.
Average temperature in the subcooled region is expressed in the

form of the logarithmic mean temperature difference.

Tl;av ¼ Tamb � Tl;sa � Tl;in

ln Tamb�Tl;in
Tamb�Tl;sa

� � ð28Þ

Pressure loss in subcooled region is calculated as:

Dpl ¼ f l
Ll

Devp

qlv2
l

2
ð29Þ
3.2.2. Two-phase region
According to Eqs. (8) and (16), the governing equations of two-

phase region in evaporators is:

_me;out ¼ _ml;out � Aqe;av
dLe
dt

ð30Þ

Aqg;sahg;sa
dLe
dt

þ hg;sa _me;out ¼ hl;sa _ml;out þ qeLe

þ Aðql;sahl;sa � qg;sahg;saÞ dLldt
ð31Þ
With heat flux per unit length:

qe ¼ aeðTamb � TsaÞS ð32Þ
The heat transfer coefficient is the overall heat transfer coeffi-

cient given by 1=ae ¼ 1=ae;i þ 1=ae;o. The two-phase flow boiling
heat transfer coefficient ae;i can be given by [29]:
ae;i

al;sa
¼ C1Co

C2 þ C3Bo
C4 ð33Þ

In which, C1 � C4 are constants referred in [29]. Co is convection
number. Bo is boiling number.

Co ¼ 1� xe
xe

� �0:8 qg;sa

ql;sa

 !0:5

Bo ¼ Aevpqe

_me!
ð34Þ

Here, xe is dryness fraction. ! is latent heat of vaporization. al;sa

can be calculate using Dittus–Boelter equation [30].

al;sa ¼ 0:023Re0:8l;saPr
0:4
l;sa

kl;sa
Devp

ð35Þ

Here, Prandtl, Reynolds numbers are defined as:

Frl;sa ¼
_me=Aevp
� �2
q2

l;sagDevp
Rel;sa ¼ ð _me=AevpÞDevpð1� xeÞ

gl;sa
ð36Þ

And, the average density:

qe;av ¼ ce;avqg;sa þ ð1� ce;avÞql;sa ð37Þ
The void fraction ce;av is:

ce;av ¼ 1� l½1� lnðlÞ�
1� lð Þ2

ð38Þ

The ratio of average phase velocities, called slip ratio [18], is
defined as:

l ¼ qg;sa

ql;sa

 !2=3

ð39Þ

Pressure loss in two-phase region is then calculated as:

Dpe ¼ f e
Le

Devp

qe;avv2
e

2
ð40Þ

The friction coefficient in two-phase region is:

f e ¼ 1:82 lnRee � 1:64ð Þ�2 ð41Þ

Ree ¼
_me

Aevp

Devp

ge
ð42Þ
3.2.3. Superheated region
The averaged properties in the superheated region are calcu-

lated in the same way as in the subcooled region.

qg;av ¼ qg;sa þ qg;out

2
ð43Þ
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According to Eqs. (8) and (16), the balance equations in the
superheated region are as follows:

A
Lg
2

dqg;sa

dp
dp
dt

þ @qg;out

@p
dp
dt

þ @qg;out

@Tg;out

dTg;out

dt

� �
þ Aqg;av

dLg
dt

þ _mg;out

¼ _me;out ð44Þ

ALg
dðug;avqg;avÞ

dt
þ Aqg;outhg;out

dLg
dt

þ hg;out _mg;out

¼ Aðqg;sahg;sa � qg;outhg;outÞdðLl þ LeÞ
dt

þ hg;sa _me;out þ qgLg ð45Þ

The geometric relation for the superheated region is:

dðLl þ LeÞ
dt

¼ dðL� LgÞ
dt

¼ � dLg
dt

ð46Þ

Inserting Eq. (43) into Eq. (40) yields:

ALg
dðug;avqg;avÞ

dt
þ hg;out _mg;out ¼ hg;sa _me;out þ qgLg � Aqg;sahg;sa

dLg
dt

ð47Þ
where,

dðug;avqg;avÞ
dt

¼ ug;av
dðqg;sa þ qg;outÞ

2dt
þ qg;av

dðug;sa þ ug;outÞ
2dt

¼: 1
2

ug;av
@qg;out

@Tg;out
þ qg;avcv;g;out

� �
dTg;out

dt
ð48Þ

In which, cv;g;out is the specific heat capacity of constant volume.
Inserting Eq. (45) into Eq. (44), the energy balance equation is:

A
Lg
2

ug;av
@qg;out

@Tg;out
þ qg;avcv;g;out

� �
dTg;out

dt
þ hg;out _mg;out

¼ hg;sa _me;out þ qgLg � Aqg;sahg;sa
dLg
dt

ð49Þ

Heat flux per unit length is again:

qg ¼ agðTamb � Tg;avÞS ð50Þ
Average temperature in the subcooled region can also be

expressed in the form of the logarithmic mean temperature
difference.

Tg;av ¼ Tamb � Tg;out � Tg;sa

ln Tamb�Tg;sa
Tamb�Tg;out

� � ð51Þ

Pressure loss in the superheated region can be calculated as:

Dpg ¼ f g
Lg
Devp

qg;avv2
g

2
ð52Þ

The friction coefficient in superheated region is the same as
subcooled region.
Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the steam power cycle.
4. Structure description

The system considered in this paper is characterized by a novel
underwater HYDROX system for Unmanned Underwater Vehicles
(UUVs), containing a combustor, in which heat from combustion
of fuel (H2) and oxidizer (O2) is used to heat and evaporate water.
The high-temperature, high-pressure steam drives a micro turbine,
and the low-pressure turbine exhaust is condensed in longitudinal
passages near the outer surface of the structural hull of the UUV.
The liquid water is collected in a receiver and pumped back to
the system. The structure provides several important advantages.
Since the cycle is closed, the UUV’s operating performance is inde-
pendent of depth and there is no external exhaust.
Part of the liquid water from pump (m1) comes into the reactor,
which is a hydrogen generator. And most of this liquid plays the
role of reagent in the reactor. The other part (m2) absorbs heat from
the chemical reaction in the reactor via the evaporator coil around
its surface. The remaining part (m3) is fed to the combustor as cool-
ing water. A simplified schematic of the system is illustrated in
Fig. 4.

In reactor, an active metal such as aluminum can be used to
produce hydrogen through the following exothermic chemical
reaction.

2Alþ 3H2O ! Al2O3 þ 3H2 þ Q ð53Þ
In combustor, hydrogen from the reactor and oxidizer produce a

combustion reaction. Also, superheated vapor from the evaporator,
and cooling water from the pump (m3) can be used to increase the
working medium. The steam-gas can be made through the follow-
ing stoichiometric equation:

2H2 þ O2 ! 2H2Oþ QC ð54Þ
According to the system above, water from the pump enters the

evaporator in liquid phase and exits as either superheated vapor or
a mixture of vapor and steam with a small quality. Conversely, the
condenser is characterized by entering superheated vapor and
leaving saturated liquid. So, both the evaporator and condenser
can be described as composed by three zones characterized by sub-
cooled region, two-phase region and superheated region. For each
region, appropriate one-dimensional governing equations can be
derived through the modified MB approach presented.

In order to evaluate the thermodynamic performance, the
mathematical models for reactor, turbine and combustor are
derived as follows.

4.1. Reactor

In the reactor, the net heat power can be written as:

_Qrdu ¼ _Q þ _QAl þ _QH2O � _QH2 � _QAl2O3
� _Qicw ð55Þ

where, Qrdu is net heat from the reactor. QAl is heat carried into reac-
tor by original metal aluminum. QH2O is heat carried into reactor by
original fluid water. QH2

is heat absorbed by the product of hydro-
gen. QAl2O3

is heat absorbed by the product of Al2O3. And, Qicw is
heat absorbed by the rest water of the chemical reaction.

Energy balance of the reactor can be written as:

_Qrdu � _Qevp ¼ mwallcwall þmAlcAl þmAl2O3cAl2O3

� �dTrdu

dt
ð56Þ

where, _Qevp is heat absorbed by evaporator. mwall is mass of reactor
wall. mAl is mass of the residual metal aluminum. mAl2O3 is mass of
Al2O3 .
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And also,

_Qevp ¼ _Qevp;l þ _Qevp;e þ _Qevp;g ð57Þ
where,

_Qevp;l ¼ qevp;lpDevpLevp;l ð58Þ

_Qevp;e ¼ qevp;epDevpLevp;e ð59Þ

_Qevp;g ¼ qevp;gpDevpLevp;g ð60Þ
Heat power of the reactor can be written as:

_Qrdu ¼ 1000Qrdu

MH2O
_mrdu;rw ð61Þ

Here, mrdu;rw is mass of reagent water in the reactor. MH2O is
molar mass of water.

According to the chemical equation, mass balance of the reactor
is:

_mH2 ¼
_mrdu;rw

9
ð62Þ
4.2. Combustor

In the combustor, the energy balance can be written as:

_QC þ _Qcmb;H2
þ _Qcmb;O2

þ _Qicw ¼ _Qcmb;pw þ _Qevp;g;out þ _Qclw ð63Þ
where, Qcmb;H2

is heat carried into combustor by hydrogen. Qcmb;O2
is

heat carried into combustor by oxidizer. Qcmb;pw is heat absorbed by
the product of H2O. Qevp;g;out is heat absorbed by superheated vapor

from evaporator. _Qclw is heat absorbed by cooling water from pump.
The mass balance can be written as:

_mcmb ¼ _micw þ _mcmb;pw þ _mevp þ _mclw ð64Þ
where, _mcmb is steam flow at combustor outlet. _mcmb;pw is flow of
product H2O . _mclw is flow of cooling water.

According to the chemical equation:

_mO2 ¼
8 _mrdu;rw

9
ð65Þ

So,

_mcmb;pw ¼ _mrdu;rw ð66Þ
Exothermic power of chemical reaction can be written as:

_QC ¼ _mrdu;rwQC ð67Þ
4.3. Turbine

Mass balance for the turbine can be written as:

_mnz � _mcnd;g;in ¼ Vtrb
dqcnd;g;in

dt
ð68Þ

where, Vtrb is capacity of turbine hall. _mcnd;g;in and qcnd;g;in are flow
and density of vapor at the inlet of condenser. _mnz is nozzle flow,
which can be described as:

_mnz ¼ _mnz;s
pcmb

pcmb;s

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Tcmb;s

Tcmb

s
ð69Þ

And,

dqcnd;g;in

dt
¼ dqcnd;g;in

dhcnd;g;in

dhcnd;g;in

dt
ð70Þ
Here, hcnd;g;in is specific enthalpy of vapor at the inlet of condenser.
The energy balance can be written as:

_mnzhtrb;out � _mcnd;g;inhcnd;g;in ¼ Vtrb
dðqcnd;g;inucnd;g;inÞ

dt

¼ Vtrb
d
dt

qcnd;g;in hcnd;g;in � pd

qcnd;g;in

 !" #

¼ Vtrb
d
dt

ðqcnd;g;inhcnd;g;in � pdÞ

¼ Vtrb hcnd;g;in
dqcnd;g;in

dt
þ qcnd;g;in

dhcnd;g;in

dt

� �
ð71Þ

where, pd is pressure at the outlet of condenser.
Enthalpy drop of nozzle is:

hnz ¼ hcmb � hnz;out ð72Þ
Specific enthalpy of exhaust gas at the outlet of turbine hall is:

htrb;out ¼ hcmb � hnzgi ð73Þ
Inserting Eqs. (63) and (64) into Eq. (62) yields:

Vtrbqcnd;g;in
dhcnd;g;in

dt
¼ _mnzðhtrb;out � hcnd;g;inÞ ð74Þ

So, dhcnd;g;indt and _mcnd;g;in can be calculated from Eqs. (70), (71) and (74).
According to isentropic flow theory, theoretical velocity at the

outlet of nozzle can be written as:

vnz ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kRgTcmb

k� 1
1� B

k�1
k

nz

� �r
ð75Þ

Relative velocity at the inlet of turbine hall is:

wtrb;in ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
vnz sinanzð Þ2 þ vnz cosanz � utrbð Þ2

q
ð76Þ

Wheel power of turbine can be written as:

Pu ¼ ðwtrb;in cosbtrb;in þwtrb;out cosbtrb;outÞutrb ð77Þ
Inlet blade angle of turbine can be calculated:

cosbtrb;in ¼ vnz cosanz � utrb

wtrb;in
ð78Þ

Wheel efficiency gu of turbine can be calculated:

gu ¼ Pu

0:5v2
nz

ð79Þ

Internal efficiency gi of turbine can be calculated as [31]:

gi ¼ guð1� 0:08guÞ 1� 0:5e
�e
0:1

� � ð80Þ
5. Model comparative analysis

For comparison, both simulations with modified model and
with previous model are carried out with MATLAB using dis-
cretized method. General equations of the previous model in liter-
atures [12–20] is Eqs. (1) and (2).

And, the following values have been used in the numerical
simulation:

(1) Initial temperature inside of reactor is 1000 K.
(2) Diameter of turbine is 0.08 m; Volume of turbine hall is

0.003 m3; Power loss coefficient is 0.6; Nozzle efficiency is
0.94; Initial turbine speed is 100,000 rpm, and output power
is 90 kW.

(3) Volume of combustor is 0.001 m3; Initial temperature inside
of combustor is 900 K.
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(4) Inner diameter of evaporator pipe is 0.034 m, and for con-
denser is 0.010 m.

(5) Mass of reagent water in the reactor mrdu;rw ¼ 0:5m1.

5.1. Model comparison

The reagent water flow rate which is an input variable in reactor
was perturbed with the other input variables held constant. Two
important time constants are identified from the simulation in this
section:

� At time 2 s, reagent water flow rate was step decrease to 95% of
primary rate.

� At time 15 s, reagent water flow rate was step increase to 105%
of primary rate.

Both simulations with previous model in literatures [12–20]
and with modified model in this paper were applied. The simula-
tion results are presented in the form of a series of curves repre-
senting the transient response of the process variables.

And, in order to facilitate comparative analysis, some of the
simulation results have been normalized. Transient responses of
the region lengths (i.e., subcooled, two-phase and superheated)
in evaporator and condenser are given in Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 7 shows
the transient response of the system temperature. And, in each
case, the simulation results with previous model and with
modified model are presented separately.
Fig. 5. Transient response of re

Fig. 6. Transient response of re
According to the figures, important phenomena to include in
the simulation results are: when using the previous model, each
process variable displays an initial reverse oscillation with a subse-
quent asymptotic behavior, especially the length of two-phase
region and superheated region. The oscillation is known as Chatter-
ing. Probably, these oscillations in the previous model results are
generated due to lose sight of the relative velocities between the
fluid and boundaries. Results obtained from the modified model
are much realistic appraisal of the situation.

5.2. Dynamic simulation and discussion

For control system design, dynamic simulations have been car-
ried out. The results show the system transient responses for up to
70% decrease and increase in mass flow rate of reagent water with
the other input variables held constant. For more realistic, mass
flow rate of reagent water was perturbed in cosine curve. And
the simulation results are shown in the following Figs. 8–13.

(1) Decreased reagent water mass flow decreases the exother-
mic heat of chemic reaction in the reactor, as well as in combustor.
Mass flows of water outlet of nozzle, cooling water (Fig. 8)
decrease. And output power of turbine (Fig. 9) is also decreases
due to the reduction of pressure in combustor. A similar phe-
nomenon exists for a cosine increase in reagent water flow rate.

(2) With the decreased reagent water mass flow rate, a special
phenomenon exits for the temperature of steam leaving the evap-
orator (Fig. 10), which increases steadily to a new value, after a
small initial dip.
gion length in evaporator.

gion length in condenser.



Fig. 7. Transient response of system temperature.

Fig. 8. Dynamic process of water flow rate.

Fig. 9. Dynamic process of turbine system.

Fig. 10. Dynamic process of temperature.

Fig. 11. Flow rate in evaporator.
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This is because, within a short time in the beginning of perturb,
length of subcooled region will reduce (Fig. 12) due to the mass
flow rate drop at the inlet of evaporator (Fig. 8). But, according to
the mass balance equation of subcooled region Eq. (21), mass flow
of outlet of subcooled region in evaporator (Fig. 11) would
increase. In this case, coupling effects of temperature reduction
in reactor and initial reverse of outlet mass flow of subcooled
region in evaporator, the length of two-phase region (Fig. 12)
would initially rise. So, for a given evaporator length, the length
of superheated region (Fig. 12) would initially dip. And the outlet
temperature of evaporator (Fig. 10) would also be a corresponding
change.

With the continued decrease of reagent water mass flow, outlet
flow rate of each phase region (Fig. 11) would decrease continu-
ously. Lengths of subcooled region and two-phase (Fig. 12) reduce
due to the mass flow drop. Also, for a given evaporator length, the
length of superheated region (Fig. 12), after a small initial dip,
would increase steadily to a new value, which causes temperature
rising (Fig. 10) of steam leaving the evaporator.



Fig. 12. Region length in evaporator.

Fig. 13. Region length in condenser.
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(3) Analogously, the special phenomenon exits for the temper-
atures in combustor (Fig. 9) and inlet of condenser (Fig. 10), which
are also initially dip and then approach the new value as there is no
increase in reagent water flow rate to sustain the rise. Within a
short time in the beginning of perturb, decrease of temperature
in combustor (Fig. 9) is caused by the coupling effects of exother-
mic heat decrease in combustor and temperature decrease of
steam leaving the evaporator (Fig. 10). Continuing of reagent water
mass flow rate decrease, temperature in combustor approaches the
original value (Fig. 9) due to the continuous improvement of tem-
perature of steam leaving the evaporator (Fig. 10), and the contin-
ued reduction of cooling water flow (Fig. 8). And, temperature at
inlet of condenser (Fig. 10) shows a similar variation, which is
directly affected by the temperature in combustor.

(4) Due to the reduction of water mass flow in the system,
lengths of superheated region and two-phase region in the con-
denser decrease, but subcooled region increases (Fig. 13).
6. Conclusions

In this paper, the general governing equations of the previous
MB model for describing the dynamics of a two-phase flow heat
exchanger (evaporator or condenser) were analyzed, pointing out
the defect of ignoring the relative velocities between boundaries
and fluid. And when using the model, each process variable dis-
plays an initial reverse oscillation with a subsequent asymptotic
behavior.

For the existing defect, a modified MB model has been pre-
sented, which derived from physical principles of mass and energy
conservation. One of the main features of this model is an explicit
inclusion of relative velocities between fluid and boundaries. And
modified model is then implemented in an underwater HYDROX
system to predict cyclic performance. The simulation results which
do not appear Chattering, compare favorably to those obtained with
the previous model. The system transients derived from this model
can be used as an element in designing of appropriate control
systems.
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